
Welcome to the Wings Soundbar System!
with all new Wings Center Stage 3000. We hope
you are as excited as us to feel and flaunt your
latest soundgear.

But before you dive right in, we strongly recommend
going through this user manual thoroughly as it
contains important technical information to ensure
you have a seamless audio experience with us. Once
you are done reading the manual, we are sure you 
will be all set to.

FEEL IT!
FLAUNT IT!

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION BLUETOOTH PAIRING USB MODE COAXIAL MODE

AUX MODE
Music and Volume Control
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1-DC port
2-Bass interface
3-Optical fiber interface
4-Coaxial interface
5-AUX_RCA interface
6-AUX_3.5 interface
7-HDMI interface

8-Power/mode key
9-VOL - / previous key
10-Play/pause key
11-VOL + / next song
12-USB interface 

1. Press the power ON button to switch ON and OFF the device

1. Power ON the Device by holding       button for 2 sec.
2. Switch the audio to Bluetooth mode (use     button to switch modes).
3. Turn ON the Bluetooth on pairing device (mobile, tablet, etc) and
search for audio pairing name “Center Stage 3000”, select the pairing
name to pair. The device is now successfully connected in Bluetooth
mode.
4. Long press the (play) button to disconnect and reconnect the
Bluetooth device.

1. Play/ Pause : Press the    button to play or pause the music
2. Increase the volume : Long Press the “+” button to increase the
volume.
3. Decrease the volume : Long Press the “-” button to decrease the
volume.
4. Next Song : Short Press the “+” button to skip to next song.
5. Previous Song : Short Press the “-“ button to skip to previous song.

1. Power ON the Device and insert the USB in the USB port of the
device.
2. The Device will automatically detect the USB and will start playing
the media on the USB.

(Some models need to manually press the    key to switch to the USB
mode to play. If it does not play, please check whether there are MP3
media files in the USB. The file system format of the USB flash drive is
FAT32, and the system format other than FAT32 is not supported.
The USB flash drive supports up to 32GB).

Plug the device into the digital signal line of COAXIAL, and press the
   button to switch to COAXIAL mode to play music via COAXIAL mode.

(COAXIAL input is digital signal input, transmission equipment must
have digital signal output, and its interface adopts coaxial cable with
impedance of 75Ω as transmission medium. Because of constant
impedance and wide transmission frequency band, it has better
performance on sound quality.)

AUX Input

Plug the 3.5 mm jack of the AUX cable in the AUX input of the device.
Press the   button to switch to AUX 1 mode to play music via AUX.

AUX RCA Input

Plug the respective inputs of the RCA cable in the RCA port of the
device. Press the    button to switch to AUX 2 RCA mode to play
music via RCA.

2. The treble“+”or“–“ button can adjust the treble volume Separately.
3. The volume“+”or “–“ button can control the total volume of the
device.
4. The      and      button can control the playing track
5. The “Pause”, “mute”  buttons , press this button to pause or
mute the device respectively.
6. Sound mode keys; Use these keys to switch between different
sound modes
7. The Bass  “+” or “ –“ button can adjust the Bass volume
Separately.
8. Mode key, press this key to switch different sound source input.
To use the wireless subwoofer, Long press the mode key and aim
at the wireless subwoofer, the Wireless subwoofer will be
automatically connected.
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HDMI MODE SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Plug the device into the HDMI Cable and press the     button to switch
to HDMI mode to play music via HDMI mode.

(HDMI supports multiple modes and protocols. at present, our products
only support ARC mode. ARC is called Audio Return Channel, which
means audio return channel. Its function is to transmit sound signals.)

Please read below suggestions in order to helping
prolong the product lifespan and clearly understand
the warranty clauses:

•Keep the product dry, do not put it in humid
 conditions to avoid short circuit.
• Do not expose it to the peak sun or high heat for
 extended period of time as this will short lifespan of
electronic components, damage battery and deform
some plastic parts.
• Do not put it in cold circumstance to avoid damage
to PCB board.
• Do not attempt to dismantle the product, as it
maybe unsafe especially for non-professionals.
• Do not use chemical products, detergent, oily liquids
to clean the item.
• Do not scratch the surface with sharp items to avoid
damaging the case and appearance. 

Note: Any damage to the product that is not manufa-
cturing defect will lead to warranty being rendered null
and void. Therefore, please take utmost care of your
product.

Adapter: 20V/2A
Rate power: 25W*4+60W(SUB)
Distortion: ≤10%
Signal to noise ratio: ≥90db
Frequency response range: 50HZ-20KHZ
Loudspeakers: 2.25" 25W (4PCS)

OPTICAL MODE

Plug in the OPTICAL digital signal line in the Optical input of the
device and press the     button to switch to the OPTICAL mode to play
music via OPTICAL mode.

(The principle of OPTICAL input is similar to that of COAXIAL input,
except that the transmission carrier is different, and its interface uses
glass or plastic fiber as the transmission medium.)
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